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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING TASK COMPATIBILITY IN NEURAL NETWORKS

(57) The invention relates to a computer-implement-
ed method for determining clusters of tasks, said clusters
at least partially including multiple tasks (t1 - t5) to be
executed in a joint encoder portion (E1 - E3) of a neural
network (NN). The invention suggests estimating infor-

mation share measures based on an auxiliary neural net-
work (AUXNN) in order to determine clusters of tasks to
be executed in a joint encoder portion (E1 - E3) of a neural
network (NN).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the field of artificial neural networks. More specifically, the invention
relates to a method and a system for determining the compatibility of tasks to be grouped in cluster of tasks in order to
be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network. The neural network may be, for example, a deep neural network.
[0002] Specifically in the field of image processing, it is known to process image information according to certain tasks,
specifically, perception related tasks, i.e. if certain features can be perceived in an image. Such tasks are, for example,
detection of pedestrians, detection of traffic signs, pose detection of pedestrians, detection of drivable area etc.
[0003] Specifically in vehicles, computational resources are limited. As such, detection software, specifically neural
networks, shall be optimized to execute as many tasks as possible in order to reduce computational complexity. In other
words, shared neural networks are used which are trained to perform multiple tasks (also referred to as multi-task
learning) to meet computational resource constraints. So, a practical approach is to partition the tasks into clusters of
tasks and to train said clusters of tasks together. A separate model is trained for each cluster, and the overall compute
budget of the models is set to meet the hardware constraints.
[0004] However, not all tasks perform well together on a shared neural network. In other words, the efficiency gain
due to task clustering strongly depends on the compatibility of tasks to be executed by a joint neural network, specifically
a joint encoder portion of a neural network. So, the key to the success of multitask learning is to find out which tasks
should be trained together in a joint neural network, specifically a joint encoder portion.
[0005] An approach for measuring task compatibility is to explicitly train all combinations of tasks on a range of models
(which may have different size). After training all combinations, a subset of models is selected which covers all tasks,
which meets the hardware constraints, and which executes each task with required accuracy. However, in real-life use
cases, training all combinations is computationally expensive, takes long time and is therefore impractical in most fields
of application.
[0006] It is an objective of the embodiments of the invention to provide a method for determining clusters of tasks to
be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network which on the one hand requires low computational time and
resources for predicting a resource-efficient multi-task setup of a neural network and, on the other hand, provides a
multi-task setup of a neural network with high computational performance. The objective is solved by the features of the
independent claims. Preferred embodiments are given in the dependent claims. If not explicitly indicated otherwise,
embodiments of the invention can be freely combined with each other.
[0007] According to an aspect, the invention refers to a method for determining clusters of tasks, said clusters at least
partially including multiple tasks to be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network. The method comprises
the following steps:
As a first step, information regarding a set of tasks to be processed by a neural network is provided. So, in other words,
it is defined which tasks have to be performed on input information. Said input information may be image information
provided by an automotive sensor, for example, a camera etc.
[0008] As a further step, a first neural network is trained for a first task of the set of tasks and a second neural network
is trained for a second task of the set of tasks. Said training includes adapting weights of a neural network in order to
improve the performance of the neural network for the respective task.
[0009] In addition, an estimation neural network is formed. Said estimation neural network comprises said trained first
neural network, said trained second neural network and an auxiliary neural network which receives information of the
trained first and second neural network. The auxiliary neural network is configured to derive information indicative for
the information overlap between the output of the trained first neural network and trained second neural network.
[0010] After forming the estimation neural network, image information is provided as an input to the estimation neural
network. Based on said image information, trained first neural network provides first encoded image information and
trained second neural network provides second encoded image information. As first neural network is trained for said
first task and second neural network is trained for said second task, first encoded image information includes information
specific to said first task and second encoded image information includes information specific to said second task. For
example, if first task refers to detection of pedestrians, first encoded image information, for example, provides information
indicative if one or more pedestrians are detected within said image information.
[0011] Based on said auxiliary neural network, an information share measure is estimated. Said information share
measure is a measure regarding how much information contains second encoded image information about first encoded
image information or vice versa. In other words, information share measure may be indicative for an overlap score which
describes an information overlap between the output of the first and second encoded image information. Specifically,
said estimated information share value may be conditional entropy of second encoded image information with respect
to first encoded image information, or vice versa or information derived from said conditional entropy.
[0012] In order to be able to compare task tuples and their suitability to be processed in a joint encoder portion, the
steps of training neural networks for respective tasks, forming an estimation neural network, providing image information
to said estimation neural network and estimating an information share measure are repeated for further tuples of tasks,
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thereby obtaining multiple information share measures for different tuples of tasks.
[0013] In addition, a threshold value for said multiple information share measures is provided, said threshold value
indicating a limit for the information overlap according to which a pair of tasks should be executed in a joint encoder
portion of a neural network. More specifically, the threshold value may provide an upper bound, i.e. an information share
measure below said upper bound may indicate that it is advantageous to process said tuple of tasks in a joint encoder
portion.
[0014] Finally, clusters of tasks to be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network are determined based
on said information share measures and the threshold value.
[0015] Said method is advantageous because based on upper-mentioned method steps it is possible to predict a
multitask set-up of a neural network with reduced computational effort, wherein the predicted multitask set-up of neural
network provides high performance at given computational resources.
[0016] According to an embodiment, the step of estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary
neural network includes approximating an upper bound of information missing in second encoded image information
compared to first encoded image information. Alternatively, the step of estimating an information share measure based
on said auxiliary neural network includes approximating a lower bound of information included in second encoded image
information compared to first encoded image information. Based on at least one of said bounds it is possible to assess
how helpful second image information is to deduce first image information from second image information and therefore
to assess the suitability of tasks to be processed together in a joint encoder portion.
[0017] According to an embodiment, the step of estimating an information share measure includes reducing a cross
entropy loss defined on the information output of said auxiliary neural network by training the auxiliary neural network.
More in detail, the auxiliary neural network may implement a parametrized probability function based on which conditional
entropy between first and second encoded image information can be deduced. By training the auxiliary neural network,
the parameters of the probability function can be refined successively thereby improving the accuracy of the probability
function and therefore improving the estimate of information share measure.
[0018] According to an embodiment, the step of estimating an information share measure includes training said auxiliary
neural network by adapting the weights of said auxiliary neural network and keeping the weights of trained first neural
network and the weights of trained second neural network constant. So, in other words, first and second neural networks
are trained in a first step and the outputs of said trained neural networks are taken as an input while training the auxiliary
neural network in a further step. Thereby, the complexity of training the estimation neural network is reduced.
[0019] According to an embodiment, the step of estimating an information share measure is performed based on a
variational approach, specifically, based on variational mutual information maximization approach. Said approach in
advantageous because based on variational approach it is possible to derive a bound for information share measure,
specifically, for said conditional entropy and said bound is sufficient for comparing the suitability of each task tuple of
multiple tuples of tasks to be processed in a joint encoder portion.
[0020] According to an embodiment, the step of training a first neural network comprises training an encoder of the
first neural network for the first task and the step of training a second neural network comprises training an encoder of
the second neural network for the second task. Thereby, first and second neural networks are optimized for processing
image information according to a specific task, for example, an image task.
[0021] According to an embodiment, the step of estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary
neural network comprises choosing a parametrizable distribution, said parametrizable distribution providing a para-
metrizable probability distribution function which can be used for determining the conditional entropy of first encoded
image given second encoded image. In other words, a parametrizable distribution is selected in a first step, said para-
metrizable distribution implementing a parametrizable probability distribution function. After determining the parameters
of said probability distribution function, summing up what the probability distribution function provides for each input
image in the validation data set, gives a tight estimate of conditional entropy between first and second encoded image,
that is how much information exists in the first encoded image which was not contained in the second encoded image.
[0022] According to an embodiment, the step of estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary
neural network comprises determining parameters of said parametrizable distribution by training the auxiliary neural
network in order to obtain said probability distribution function. More in detail, by training the auxiliary neural network,
the parameters of probability distribution function are optimized successively and the Kullback-Leibler-distance indicating
a measure of how one probability distribution (Q) is different from a second probability distribution (P) is minimized.
Thereby, the estimation of information share measure is improved.
[0023] According to an embodiment, the step of estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary
neural network comprises calculating information share measures for multiple different data points of multi-dimensional
image information and calculating a mean information share measure by averaging said information share measures.
Said averaging further improves estimating which tuples of clusters should be grouped together and should be processed
by a joint encoder portion.
[0024] According to an embodiment, information share measures for different tuples of tasks, specifically for all tuples
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of tasks, are calculated in both directions, namely, per each tuple of tasks, a first information share measure being
indicative that certain information regarding a second task is also included in first encoded image information, given the
fact that said information regarding a second task is included in second encoded image information and a second
information share measure being indicative that certain information regarding a first task is also included in second
encoded image information, given the fact that said information regarding a first task is included in first encoded image
information. Calculating of information share measure in both directions is advantageous because information share
measure is not symmetric, i.e. upper-mentioned first and second information share measures of a certain task tuple are
different. By considering both directions, it can be checked if both information share measures indicate that the task
tuple is suitable for being processed in a joint encoder portion.
[0025] According to an embodiment, the step of determining clusters of tasks comprises grouping tasks together to
be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network if said first and second information share measure is below
the determined threshold value. Thereby the performance of a neural network comprising multi-task architecture can
be further improved because information share measures referring to both directions are considered for deciding whether
a tuple of task should be processed by a joint encoder portion of a neural network or not.
[0026] According to an embodiment, the step of determining clusters of tasks is performed such that the number of
task groups and therefore the number of encoder portions performing said task groups is minimized. Thereby the
processing performance of the resulting neural network used for processing the plurality of tasks is further improved.
[0027] According to an embodiment, computing resources are allocated to each encoder portion of the neural network
based on the number of tasks being handled by the respective encoder portion. Specifically, an encoder portion handling
two tasks (so-called joined encoder portion) is provided with twice the computing resources than an encoder portion
handling only one task. Thereby, a distribution of computing resources according to the computational load of the
respective encoder portion is obtained.
[0028] According to an embodiment, the set of tasks to be processed by a neural network are image tasks. The image
tasks may be, for example, image tasks in traffic environments, for example, object detection, object classification, traffic
sign detection, pose detection, detection of drivable area etc.
[0029] According to an embodiment, the method may be performed by a computing entity included in a vehicle, the
computing entity implementing a neural network for processing a set of image tasks.
[0030] According to a further aspect, the invention relates to a system for determining clusters of tasks, said clusters
at least partially including multiple tasks to be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network. The system is
configured to execute the steps of:

a) Providing information regarding a set of tasks to be processed by a neural network;
b) Training a first neural network for a first task of the set of tasks and a second neural network for a second task
of the set of tasks;
c) Forming an estimation neural network, said estimation neural network comprising said trained first neural network,
said trained second neural network and an auxiliary neural network which receives information of the trained first
and second neural network;
d) Providing image information as an input to the estimation neural network based on which trained first neural
network provides first encoded image information and trained second neural network provides second encoded
image information;
e) Estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary neural network, said information share measure
being a measure regarding how much information contains second encoded image information about first encoded
image information or vice versa;
f) Repeating steps b) - e) for further tuples of tasks, thereby obtaining multiple information share measures for
different tuples of tasks;
g) Providing a threshold value for said multiple information share measures, said threshold value indicating a limit
for the information overlap according to which a pair of tasks should be executed in a joint encoder portion of a
neural network;
h) Determining clusters of tasks to be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network based on said information
share measures and the threshold value.

[0031] The term "vehicle" as used in the present disclosure may refer to a car, truck, bus, train or any other crafts.
[0032] The term "joined encoder portion" as used in the present disclosure may refer to an encoder of a neural network
comprising an encoder-decoder-architecture, wherein said encoder processes multiple tasks.
[0033] The term "essentially" or "approximately" as used in the invention means deviations from the exact value by
+/- 10%, preferably by +/- 5% and/or deviations in the form of changes that are insignificant for the function and/or for
the traffic laws.
[0034] The various aspects of the invention, including its particular features and advantages, will be readily understood
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from the following detailed description and the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a neural network comprising multiple encoder portions and multiple decoders,
the encoder portions at least partially being configured to process multiple tasks (so-called joint encoder);

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates an estimation neural network comprising first and second neural networks and an
auxiliary neural network for estimating task compatibility;

Fig. 3 schematically illustrates mutual information and conditional entropy of first and second neural networks which
provide first and second encoded image information;

Fig. 4 illustrates a table, wherein the table entries indicate information share measures for respective tuples of tasks;

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates the basic architecture of a neural network comprising a multitask architecture according
to task compatibility information included in table of Fig. 4; and

Fig. 6 shows a schematic block diagram illustrating the steps of a method for determining clusters of tasks to be
executed in a joint encoder portion.

[0035] The present invention will now be described more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which
example embodiments are shown. The embodiments in the figures may relate to preferred embodiments, while all
elements and features described in connection with embodiments may be used, as far as appropriate, in combination
with any other embodiment and feature as discussed herein, in particular related to any other embodiment discussed
further above. However, this invention should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein.
[0036] Throughout the following description similar reference numerals have been used to denote similar elements,
parts, items or features, when applicable.
[0037] The features of the present invention disclosed in the specification, the claims, examples and/or the figures
may both separately and in any combination thereof be material for realizing the invention in various forms thereof.
[0038] Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a neural network NN. The neural network NN is configured to process
image information in order to perform tasks t1 - t5, preferably, multiple image tasks. For example, the neural network 1
is configured to perform image tasks like detection of pedestrians, traffic signs and/or a drivable area within the image
or detecting the pose or motion of a pedestrian. It is worth mentioning that the invention is not limited to said image tasks
but can be used for further image issues.
[0039] The neural network NN comprises an encoder and a decoder. The encoder comprises multiple encoder portions
E1 to E3. At least one of the encoder portions E1 - E3 is a joint encoder portion which is trained to perform two tasks.
In the present example, encoder portions E1 and E3 are joint encoder portions wherein encoder portion E1 is configured
to handle tasks t1 and t2 and encoder portion E3 is configured to handle tasks t4 and t5.
[0040] The decoder of neural network NN comprises multiple decoder portions, wherein each decoder portion is
configured to perform one task of said set of tasks. Therefore, the output of a joint encoder portion is coupled with the
inputs of two decoder portions, wherein each decoder portion handles exactly one task of the pair of tasks handled by
the joint encoder portion.
[0041] Such neural network architecture with task clustering is beneficial because computational resources can be
reduced by grouping tasks together and handling a group of tasks in one encoder portion which is trained for handling
said group of tasks.
[0042] In order to determine pairs of tasks which lead to reduction of computational resources if handled in a joint
encoder portion, it is necessary to find out which tasks of a set of tasks should be grouped together in order to be handled
by a joint encoder portion.
[0043] In the following, a method and system for determining clusters of tasks to be executed in a joint encoder portion
of a neural network are described based on the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 2.
[0044] In Fig. 2, an estimation neural network ENN is used to develop a score which is an indicator for the suitability
of a pair of tasks to be handled by a joint encoder portion.
[0045] The estimation neural network ENN receives image information X at its input. The estimation neural network
ENN includes multiple subnetworks. Image information X is provided to a first neural network NNA and a second neural
network NNB. In other words, first and second neural networks NNA, NNB receive the same image information X at its
input. The first neural network NNA is a neural network being trained for handling task t1. The second neural network
NNB is a neural network being trained for handling task t2 which is different to task 1. For example, task t1 may be a
task for detecting pedestrians and task t2 may be a task for detecting traffic signs.
[0046] By processing image information X by said first neural network NNA, first encoded image information A is
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provided at the output of first neural network NNA. Similarly, by processing image information X by said second neural
network NNB, second encoded image information B is provided at the output of second neural network NNB.
[0047] Due to training first and second neural networks NNA, NNB for the respective tasks, first encoded image
information A contains information regarding task t1 and second encoded image information B contains information
regarding task t2.
[0048] The estimation neural network ENN further comprises an auxiliary neural network AUXNN. In the present
example, the auxiliary neural network AUXNN receives second encoded image information B provided by second neural
network NNB. Based on the auxiliary neural network AUXNN, an information share measure is estimated, said information
share measure being a measure regarding how much information contains second encoded image information B about
first encoded image information A. The information share measure can be used to define clusters of tasks which are
suitable to be grouped together to be handled in a joint encoder portion.
[0049] In order to provide a mathematical basis for the detailed description of the method and system for determining
clusters of tasks to be executed in joint encoder portions, in the following a mathematical background for estimating an
upper bound of how much information comprise second encoded image information B about first encoded image infor-
mation A.
[0050] The basis of the present invention is the finding that mutual information I(A, B) between first encoded image
information A associated with task t1 and second encoded image information B associated with task t2 is a reliable
indicator whether it is beneficial handling tasks t1 and t2 in a joint encoder portion or not.
[0051] Mutual information I(A;B) between first encoded image information A and second encoded image information
B can be defined as: 

wherein
H(A) is the entropy of first encoded image information A and H(A|B) is conditional entropy of first encoded image
information A knowing that second encoded image information B occurred.
[0052] Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship of I(A;B), H(A) and H(A| B) in a schematic diagram.
[0053] Reordering the right side of equation 1 and reformulating conditional entropy H(A|B) leads to 

[0054] Here, P(A|B) denotes the conditional probability of occurrence of first encoded image information A knowing
that second encoded image information B occurred.
[0055] The entropy H(A) is not known but can be neglected because not the absolute value of I(A;B) is necessary but
multiple mutual information values I(A;B), I(A;C), ..., I(A;X) has to be compared which all comprise constant term H(A).
Therefore, equation 2 can be rewritten because it is known that entropy H(A) is always a positive number. 

[0056] Equation 3 can be rewritten by using mathematical approach called Variational Mutual Information Maximization.
Said approach teaches that a log(P) function, which can not be computed directly due to hardware and/or time constraints,
can be replaced by any random probability function Q and the difference will be the Kullback-Leibler-distance DKL(P;Q)
between P and Q. 

[0057] It is a property of Kullback-Leibler-distance that it is always a positive number, so if it is skipped in case of an
approximation step, the rest will be a lower bound on equation 3 and on the mutual information according to Equation 1. 

[0058] By using said variational approach and assuming that the term according to equation 5 is maximized when
training the auxiliary neural network AUXNN providing Q function, the function Q(A0| B) approximates to P(A0| B), i.e.
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Kullback-Leibler-distance gets zero.
[0059] Hence, after training the auxiliary neural network AUXNN, equation 5 can be used as sufficient estimate of
equation 3, which itself is a practical lower bound on the mutual information I(A;B).
[0060] So, as a consequence, by training auxiliary neural network AUXNN, a probability function is achieved which
provides a good approximation for mutual information and said mutual information itself can be used as an indicator
regarding which task tuples should be processed in a joint encoder portion.
[0061] In the following, the method and system for determining clusters of tasks to be executed in joint encoder portions
based on estimation neural network ENN is explained in greater detail.
[0062] Broadly, the auxiliary neural network AUXNN is used to determine parameters of a parametrized probability
function Q(A|B), which defines the probability event A occurring given that event B has occurred. Based on said para-
metrized probability function Q(A|B), which parameters can be evaluated by training the auxiliary neural network AUXNN,
it is possible to approximate an upper bound of information content missing from second encoded image information B
compared to first encoded image information A, that is conditional entropy H(A|B). Said conditional entropy H(A|B) is a
measure regarding how difficult it is for task t1 to be executed together with task t2 in a shared multitask fashion.
[0063] More in detail, for a certain tuple of tasks t1, t2, first neural network NNA and second neural network NNB is
trained. Each of said first and second neural networks NNA, NNB comprise an encoder and a decoder head which are
specifically trained for the respective task t1, t2. After training, parameters of said trained first and second neural networks
NNA, NNB are fixed and not changed which is indicated by the padlocks in Fig. 2. After training first and second neural
networks NNA, NNB, first neural network NNA provides first encoded image information A containing information indic-
ative for task t1. Similarly, after training second neural network NNB provides second encoded image information B
containing information indicative for task t2.
[0064] In a further step, a parametrizable distribution is selected which comprise multiple parameters to be chosen
and which is suitable to describe a probability distribution. For example, said parametrizable distribution may describe
a probability function in a parametrized way, i.e. the parametrizable distribution defines a function family based on its
parameters and after determining the parameters, the parametrizable distribution defines a probability function Q(A|B)
which provides the probability of the occurrence of A if B occurred.
[0065] After selecting a parametrizable distribution, an auxiliary neural network AUXNN is created which implements
said parametrizable distribution.
[0066] In the following, said auxiliary neural network AUXNN is connected with first neural network NNA and second
neural network NNB as shown in Fig. 2 in order to obtain estimation neural network ENN. Afterwards, the auxiliary neural
network AUXNN is trained in order to determine parameters of the parametrizable distribution. In other words, by training
the auxiliary neural network AUXNN, the parameters of the parametrizable distribution are modified in order to minimize
cross-entropy loss on the output of auxiliary neural network AUXNN (i.e. determining logQ(A|B)) thereby obtaining an
approximation of probability function P(A|B) according to equation 3. During said training, the weights of first and second
neural network NNA, NNB are kept constant and only the weights of auxiliary neural network AUXNN are modified to
minimize cross-entropy loss.
[0067] As mentioned before, input information X of estimation neural network ENN is image information which comprise
a plurality of data points. Preferably, 10gQ(A|B)-information is calculated for multiple different data points of image
information X and an average of 10gQ(A|B)-information obtained from multiple different data points of image information
X is calculated. Said average value over 10gQ(A|B)-information obtained from multiple different data points can be used
for estimating conditional entropy H(A|B), based on which it is possible to approximate I(A|B).
[0068] The estimate of conditional entropy H(A|B) may be used as information share measure, indicating how much
information contains second encoded image information B about first encoded image information A.
[0069] It is worth mentioning that information share measure is not symmetric, i.e. conditional entropy H(A|B) is different
to conditional entropy H(B|A). As such, for each tuple of tasks, two information share measures has to be calculated.
[0070] As mentioned before, information share measure is an indicator how much information contains second encoded
image information B about first encoded image information A. When tasks t1 and t2 are highly compatible to be processed
in a joint encoder portion, information share measure (which is in the present example conditional entropy) is a small
positive number close to zero (e.g. lower than 1, especially lower than 0.5). When tasks t1 and t2 are not compatible to
be processed in a joint encoder portion, information share measure is a larger positive number (e.g. greater than 1).
[0071] In order to determine task compatibility of multiple tasks, two information share measures have to be calculated
for each tuple of tasks (i.e. for example H(A|B) and H(B|A)).
[0072] Fig. 4 shows a table which includes values of information share measure for five tasks t1 - t5. The values
indicate the task compatibility of tuples of tasks in both directions. For example, task t1 may be detecting pedestrians
in image information, task t2 may be detecting the pose of an object, especially, the pose of pedestrians, task t3 may
be a task for classifying the future motion, respectively, behavior of an object, especially a pedestrian, task t4 may be
a task for detecting traffic signs and task t5 may be a task for detecting drivable area.
So, for example, the value included in first column, second row is indicative for the difficulty to estimate the pose of an
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object based on the information "pedestrian".
[0073] In order to determine tuples of tasks to be processed in a joint encoder portion, a threshold value is chosen.
Said threshold value indicates a threshold below which a pair of tasks should be processed jointly by a single encoder
portion. According to the present example, threshold value is 0.6. All data fields of Fig. 4 fulfilling the condition that
information share measure is lower than threshold value are marked by a gray background in Fig. 4.
[0074] It is worth mentioning, because of upper-mentioned non-symmetry of information share measure, is has to be
checked if information share measure is lower than threshold value in both fields referring to a certain tuple of tasks. In
the present case, information share measures regarding tasks t2 and t3 and tasks t1 und t4 are below said threshold
value and should therefore be processed in joint encoder portions.
[0075] In addition, the distribution of computational resources is performed according to the association of tasks to
the encoder portions. More in detail, computational resources are distributed to the encoder portions according to the
number of tasks to be processed by the respective encoder portion. Preferably, computational resources are equally
distributed based on the number of tasks to be processed. Therefore, in the present example, an encoder portion handling
only one task is provided with 1/5 of whole computational resources and encoder portions handling two tasks are provided
with 2/5 of whole computational resources.
[0076] Fig. 5 illustrates the neural network architecture which shows joint encoder portions handling pairs of tasks
according to the results of table 4. Tasks t1 and t4, respectively t2 and t3, are handled by joint encoder portions whereas
task t5 is handled by a separate encoder portion. The decoder comprises separate decoder portions for each task t1 -
t5. After determining task clusters for multitask learning, the resulting neural network according to Fig. 5 has to be trained.
[0077] Fig. 6 shows a block diagram illustrating the method steps of a method for determining clusters of tasks for a
multitask-learning neural network.
[0078] As a first step, information regarding a set of tasks to be processed by a neural network is provided (S10).
[0079] After receiving said task information, a first neural network is trained for a first task of the set of tasks and a
second neural network is trained for a second task of the set of tasks (S11).
[0080] After training said neural networks, an estimation neural network is formed. Said estimation neural network
comprises said trained first neural network, said trained second neural network and an auxiliary neural network which
receives information of the trained first and second neural network (S12).
[0081] After building said estimation neural network, image information is provided as an input to the estimation neural
network. Based on said image information, said trained first neural network provides first encoded image information
and said trained second neural network provides second encoded image information (S13).
[0082] As a further step, an information share measure is estimated based on said auxiliary neural network, said
information share measure being a measure regarding how much information contains second encoded image infor-
mation about first encoded image information or vice versa (S14).
[0083] Upper-mentioned steps S11 to S14 are repeated for further tuples of tasks, thereby obtaining multiple information
share measures for different tuples of tasks (S15).
[0084] A threshold value is determined for said multiple information share measures, said threshold value indicating
a limit for the information overlap according to which a pair of tasks should be executed in a joint encoder portion of a
neural network (S16).
[0085] Finally, clusters of tasks to be executed in a joint encoder portion of a neural network are determined based
on said information share measures and the threshold value (S17).
[0086] It should be noted that the description and drawings merely illustrate the principles of the proposed invention.
Those skilled in the art will be able to implement various arrangements that, although not explicitly described or shown
herein, embody the principles of the invention.

List of reference numerals

[0087]

A first encoded image information
AUXNN auxiliary neural network
B second encoded image information
E1 - E3 encoder portion
ENN estimation neural network
NN neural network
NNA first neural network
NNB second neural network
t1 - t5 task
X image information
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Claims

1. Computer-implemented method for determining clusters of tasks, said clusters at least partially including multiple
tasks (t1 - t5) to be executed in a joint encoder portion (E1 - E3) of a neural network (NN), the method comprising
the steps of:

a) Providing information regarding a set of tasks to be processed by a neural network (S10);
b) Training a first neural network (NNA) for a first task of the set of tasks and a second neural network (NNB)
for a second task of the set of tasks (t1 - t5) (S11);
c) Forming an estimation neural network (ENN), said estimation neural network (ENN) comprising said trained
first neural network (NNA), said trained second neural network (NNB) and an auxiliary neural network (AUXNN)
which receives information of the trained first (NNA) and second neural network (NNB) (S12);
d) Providing image information (X) as an input to the estimation neural network (ENN) based on which trained
first neural network (NNA) provides first encoded image information (A) and trained second neural network
(NNB) provides second encoded image information (B) (S13);
e) Estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN), said information
share measure being a measure regarding how much information contains second encoded image information
(B) about first encoded image information (A) or vice versa (S14);
f) Repeating steps b) - e) for further tuples of tasks, thereby obtaining multiple information share measures for
different tuples of tasks (S15);
g) Providing a threshold value for said multiple information share measures, said threshold value indicating a
limit for the information overlap according to which a pair of tasks (t1 - t5) should be executed in a joint encoder
portion (E1 - E3) of a neural network (NN) (S16);
h) Determining clusters of tasks (t1 - t5) to be executed in a joint encoder portion (E1 - E3) of a neural network
based on said information share measures and the threshold value (S17).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein:

- the step of estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN) includes
approximating an upper bound of information missing in second encoded image information compared to first
encoded image information; or
- the step of estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN) includes
approximating a lower bound of information included in second encoded image information compared to first
encoded image information.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the step of estimating an information share measure includes reducing
a cross entropy loss defined on the information output of said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN) by training the
auxiliary neural network (AUXNN).

4. Method according to anyone of preceding claims, wherein the step of estimating an information share measure
includes training said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN) by adapting the weights of said auxiliary neural network
(AUXNN) and keeping the weights of trained first neural network (NNA) and the weights of trained second neural
network (NNB) constant.

5. Method according to anyone of preceding claims, wherein the step of estimating an information share measure is
performed based on a variational approach, specifically based on variational mutual information maximization ap-
proach.

6. Method according to anyone of preceding claims, wherein the step of training a first neural network (NNA) comprises
training an encoder of the first neural network (NNA) for the first task and the step of training a second neural network
(NNB) comprises training an encoder of the second neural network (NNB) for the second task.

7. Method according to anyone of preceding claims, wherein the step of estimating an information share measure
based on said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN) comprises choosing a parametrizable distribution, said parametriz-
able distribution providing a parametrizable probability distribution function which can be used for determining the
conditional entropy of the first encoded image (A) given the second encoded image (B), that is how much information
content exists in first encoded image (A) which is not covered in the second encoded image(B)
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8. Method according to claim 7, wherein the step of estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary
neural network (AUXNN) comprises determining parameters of said parametrizable distribution by training the aux-
iliary neural network (AUXNN) in order to obtain said probability distribution function.

9. Method according to anyone of preceding claims, wherein the step of estimating an information share measure
based on said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN) comprises calculating information share measures for multiple
different data points of multi-dimensional image information and calculating a mean information share measure by
averaging said information share measures.

10. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein information share measures for different tuples of
tasks (t1 - t5), specifically for all tuples of tasks, are calculated in both directions, namely, per each tuple of tasks,
a first information share measure being indicative that certain information regarding a second task is also included
in first encoded image information (A), given the fact that said information regarding a second task is included in
second encoded image information (B) and a second information share measure being indicative that certain infor-
mation regarding a first task is also included in second encoded image information (B), given the fact that said
information regarding a first task is included in first encoded image information (A).

11. Method according to claim 10, wherein the step of determining clusters of tasks comprises grouping tasks (t1 - t5)
together to be executed in a joint encoder portion (E1 - E3) of a neural network (NN) if the first and second information
share measure is below the determined threshold value.

12. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the step of determining clusters of tasks is performed
such that the number of task groups and therefore the number of encoder portions (E1 - E3) performing said task
groups is minimized.

13. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein computing resources are allocated to each joint
encoder portion (E1 - E3) of the neural network based on the number of tasks (t1 - t5) being handled by the respective
joint encoder portion (E1 - E3).

14. Method to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the set of tasks to be processed by a neural network (NN) include
at least one of the following tasks: depth estimation, detection of pedestrians, detection of traffic signs, pose detection
of pedestrians, detection of drivable area.

15. System for determining clusters of tasks, said clusters at least partially including multiple tasks (t1 - t5) to be executed
in a joint encoder portion (E1 - E3) of a neural network (NN), the system being configured to execute the steps of:

a) Providing information regarding a set of tasks to be processed by a neural network (S10);
b) Training a first neural network (NNA) for a first task of the set of tasks and a second neural network (NNB)
for a second task of the set of tasks (t1 - t5) (S11);
c) Forming an estimation neural network (ENN), said estimation neural network (ENN) comprising said trained
first neural network (NNA), said trained second neural network (NNB) and an auxiliary neural network (AUXNN)
which receives information of the trained first (NNA) and second neural network (NNB) (S12);
d) Providing image information (X) as an input to the estimation neural network (ENN) based on which trained
first neural network (NNA) provides first encoded image information (A) and trained second neural network
(NNB) provides second encoded image information (B) (S13);
e) Estimating an information share measure based on said auxiliary neural network (AUXNN), said information
share measure being a measure regarding how much information contains second encoded image information
(B) about first encoded image information (A) or vice versa (S14);
f) Repeating steps b) - e) for further tuples of tasks, thereby obtaining multiple information share measures for
different tuples of tasks (S15);
g) Providing a threshold value for said multiple information share measures, said threshold value indicating a
limit for the information overlap according to which a pair of tasks (t1 - t5) should be executed in a joint encoder
portion (E1 - E3) of a neural network (NN) (S16);
h) Determining clusters of tasks (t1 - t5) to be executed in a joint encoder portion (E1 - E3) of a neural network
based on said information share measures and the threshold value (S17).
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